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A novel instrument based on Self-mixing interferometry is proposed to simultaneously measure absolute distance and velocity. 
The measurement method is designed for working directly on each kind of surface, in industrial environment, overcoming also 
problems due to speckle pattern effect. The laser pump current is modulated at quite high frequency (40 kHz) and the estimation 
of the induced fringes frequency allows an almost instantaneous measurement (measurement time equal to 25 µs). A real time 
digital elaboration processes the measurement data and discards unreliable measure-ments. The simultaneous measurement 
reaches a relative standard deviation of about 4·10−4 in absolute distance, and 5·10−3 in velocity measurement. Three different 
laser sources are tested and compared. The instrument shows good per-formances also in harsh environment, for example 
measuring the movement of an opaque iron tube rotating under a run-ning water flow.
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1. Introduction

A strong interest in contactless distance and speed measurements
is growing in many fields, like in fabrication processes, quality tests
and consumer electronic industry. Several optic techniques are able
to monitor displacement and speed [1], but normally not simultane-
ously. Each technique is optimized for different application area, de-
pending on range and resolution required. Triangulation and time of
flight are the most widespread and extensive applied. The first one
is suitable in the near range (up to 10 m), and the second one, on
the contrary, for long distances (kilometers), but with limited reso-
lution (from some millimeters to a few centimeters). Both of them
show a clear trade-off between resolution and maximum distance. Co-
herent telemeter, although, can reach a better resolution, down to the
micrometer scale [2], and a range wider than triangulation teleme-
ter, but with a huge drawback: setup complexity and cost. However,
two optical channel fabrication and calibration problem has been re-
cently overcome by Self-mixing- Interferometry [3,4]. This technique
is based on laser Doppler effect, directly acting on the laser diode
emission. It is time-saving and user-friendly at the same time, while
keeping the properties of laser Doppler interferometric techniques. All
this features, which are deeply described in the literature [5–13], were
used to design new measurement instruments, also for industrial appli-
cations [14–19]. Furthermore, new electronic technologies allow im-
plementing novel real-time algorithms, able to process the self-mix-
ing signal also in difficult optical conditions [20–22]. This contribu-
tion proposes a new approach to self-mixing interferometry, based
on a high-speed wavelength modulation, for simultaneously retriev

ing speed and distances information of a non-cooperative target. The
high-speed modulation allows to overcome some problems due to
speckle patterns, as shown in the next sections. The realized instru-
ment shows an excellent range-resolution trade-off, which is limited
only by the laser source characteristics. The instrument performances
are compared for three different laser sources. Finally, robustness to
speckles is confirmed in industrial environment, working directly on a
target wet by running water.

2. Self-mixing interferometry

As mentioned, Self-mixing Interferometry is a single channel inter-
ferometric technique: the signal is generated by the interference in the
laser cavity itself, induced by the light reflected by the target, shifted
in frequency by the Doppler effect [2]. When a fraction between 10−4

and 10−8 of the emitted power is back-reflected, a suitable interfero-
metric signal is measurable. The measured power P is modulated by
F(φ), which is a periodic function of phase φ=2ks, where k=2π/λ is
the wave vector, s is the absolute target distance and λ is the laser
diode (LD) wavelength. The interferometric fringes shape varies ac-
cordingly to target distance and back-injection variations, as a func-
tion of the feedback-parameter C [3,4]. Briefly, the more distance and
the back-reflected fraction increase, the more signal assumes a saw-
tooth shape. By time differentiation of the interferometric phase, the
following equation is obtained:

According to (1), it is possible to induce an interferometric signal
by changing the LD wavelength, even if the target is at rest. In that
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case, distance measurement can be carried out by evaluating the signal
frequency [14]; indeed, under the hypothesis that the wavelength mod-
ulation ∂λ/∂ t is known, and ∂s/∂ t=0, s is proportional to the fringes
frequency fmod=(∂ φ/∂ t)/2π, induced by the modulation:

Target movement changes the fringe frequency as well; this contri-
bution fvel is expressed as:

The total phase variation is generated by the sum of the two contri-
butions, but it is possible to measure them independently, as described
below.

3. Measurement method

The aim of this work is the development of a contactless measure-
ment instrument able to simultaneously estimate velocity and absolute
distance information. According to this, an efficient way to evaluate
separately the two phase contributions shown before is necessary.

Firstly, wavelength variations are obtained by LD current modula-
tion: a triangular wave was selected in order to periodically increase
and decrease λ, with amplitude and period . Distance mea-
surement can be performed as described in (2) by evaluating fringes
frequency of rising edge and falling edge, respectively defined as

and . When the target is not moving the two frequencies
are equal, while in general condition they are given by (4) and (5):

Where is the target speed and h =∆λ/∆I is the wavelength modula-
tion efficiency [20]. It is possible to obtain the absolute distance as
the average of the two frequencies, also canceling the target movement
effect:

In the same measurement, the speed information is retrieved with
sign, by subtracting the modulation contribution as follow:

In conclusion, both measurements of absolute distance and speed
can be estimated by gated frequency measurements, within a modula-
tion period equal to 2 T.

For optimizing the measurement performances, the modulation pe-
riod should be as short as possible. The advantages of a high-fre-
quency modulation are essentially three: robustness against target
movement; robustness against speckle effect and loss of signal; more
measurements per seconds and possibility of averages while also dis-
carding unreliable measurements. The first advantage derives directly
from the measurement principle: if the modulation frequency is much
higher than the bandwidth of the target movements, the measurement
is in stationary conditions; in this case, the fringes frequency is almost
constant and its value is determined with good accuracy. The robust-
ness against speckle effect increases with modulation frequency, be-
cause when the target moves (also transversally) the speckle condition
changes rapidly: with a given percentage of available measurements,
depending on the focusing condition and the target surface, at a higher
modulation frequency, the number of available measurements per sec-
ond is also higher. If the measurement rate is quite higher than the
target movement frequency, we can reconstruct the target speed and
distance without loss of information. In addition, resolution can be en-
hanced by factor when distance is averaged out from acquisi-
tions.

The upper limit for the modulation frequency is given by the fre-
quency response of the laser, in terms of ∆λ/∆I [23]. Fig. 1 shows the
measured ∆λ/∆I Bode Diagram, obtained by sweeping the frequency
range and counting the output fringes number. The laser tested is a
Fabry-Perot model, in the near infrared (model HL7851G). For high
frequencies, it shows a behavior well fitted by a single pole model
(shown in figure). The pole frequency is about 120 kHz.

Given this frequency response, our choice for the modulation fre-
quency was 40 kHz. The measurements in the frequency domain,
shown in Fig. 1, were confirmed by the measurements in the time
domain: Fig. 2 shows the fringes period measured during the ascend
phase of a single triangular modulation with target not moving, com-
pared with the theoretical time response given by a single pole at
120 kHz.

The equivalent single pole frequency retrieved has been used
to pre-emphasize the modulation wave and correct non-linearity. The
modulation signal, according to this, becomes a distorted triangular
signal wave. Fig. 3 shows the same measurement of Fig. 2, repeated

Fig. 1. Wavelength modulation efficiency ∆λ/∆I Bode Diagram, compared with a sin-
gle pole transfer function.
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Fig. 2. Fringes period measured during a modulation semi-period (square dots), and sin-
gle-pole fitting (thick line).

Fig. 3. Fringes period measured during a modulation semi-period, after pre-emphasis of
the triangular LD current modulation.

after the pre-distortion of the triangular wave. As expected, the fringes
period in this case is almost constant.

In our experiments, the LD current modulation ∆I is quite small;
therefore, the nonlinearity in ∆λ/∆I is negligible [24]. The proposed
instrument is indeed design for a target distance around 1 m, and
there is no need for a deep current modulation to achieve a suitable
number of fringes: the minimum number of fringes sets the required
modulation amplitude necessary to carry out the measurement. The
single tone extraction algorithm, through interpolated FFT, works at
its best when the signal frequency is at least 5% of the sample fre-
quency [25]. In that case, a minimum ∆λ is required to produce
enough fringes, which means a minimum modulation current ampli-
tude. This value depends mainly on the desired instrument dynamic
range: fringes frequency grows linearly with the target distance, so, if
the amplitude is too small, not enough fringes are produced at short
distances. On the other hand, the fringes shrink when the target is far
and, if ∆I is too high, large bandwidth and fast sampling are required.
These two conditions set the distance measurement range.

4. Laser sources characterization

The proposed method was tested with three different laser sources:
model HL7851G (Fabry-Perot laser at 780 nm), model WSLD-1550
(DFB laser at 1550 nm) and model ML1210 (DFB laser at 1310 nm).
Considerations exposed are valid for all of them; how

ever, a specific ∆λ/∆I characteristic identification is required for each
single source.

The proper definition of the modulation amplitude allows to reach
the best tradeoff between dynamic and laser non-linearity. As shown
in Table 1, HL7851G and WSLD-1550 work at similar polarization
current Ipol, as a consequence the selected modulation amplitude Imod
is almost the same. However, the two sources show different sen-
sitivity and singularities: with maximum modulation amplitude, the
WSLD-1550 exhibits higher number of fringes than HL7851-G, but a
slower response (the pole frequency is around 50 kHz). These features
make the WSLD-1550 eligible for short distance measurements de-
spite longer wavelength and nonlinearity. Thus, accurate pre-emphasis
is required. On the other hand, HL7851-G has a good linearity and it
is suitable for long distances.

ML1210F allows obtaining good sensitivity even with limited Imod
and narrow current range. This laser, though, shows fringes amplitude
difference between rising edge and falling edge of modulation wave.
This happens, also, to WSLD-1550 signal when C value increases.

∆λ/∆I varies, also, as a non-linear function of Ipol. They also have
completely different trend: Fig. 4 reports ∆λ/∆I for the three laser
models.

All the lasers were modulated at the same frequency (40 kHz)
and custom pre-emphasis has been designed. Fig. 5 shows the in-
terferometric signal comparison, before and after the pre-emphasis
for WSLD-1550: improvement of fringes periodicity is evident, es-
pecially at the beginning of the semi-period, close to the triangular
wave peak. These signals are obtained after subtraction of the triangu-
lar wave amplitude modulation and high-pass filtering.

5. Hardware setup

The instrument design is composed by four parts, and each part is
subdivided in blocks as shown in Fig. 6. The main parts are: the optic,
the analog circuit, the digital circuit, and the PC (or microcontroller)
acquisition and elaboration. The optical system is extremely simple:
the laser package contains the photodiode used for monitoring power
and a collimator lens sets the focus position. The focusing was manu-
ally changed to obtain the desired C level, however auto-focus can be
applied to the system [8,15]. The analog system sets the laser work-
ing point, produces current modulation, reads the photodiode current
signal and filters it before the analog-to-digital conversion. The analog
project is describe in details below.

The laser driver circuit is based upon two operational amplifiers
(MCP6021, bandwidth=10 MHz) which respectively set the laser cur-
rent and the current modulation. The digital circuit provides a 40 kHz
square wave; a Miller-integrator amplifier generates the triangular
wave and pre-emphasizes the modulation. It introduces a zero to
cancel the thermal pole discussed in the previous paragraphs. A fi-
nal 1 MHz low-pass filter limits the high frequency noise. Driver
UCC27424 isolates digital and analog system and regenerates signal
edges. A 1 kΩ resistor, between the digital output and UCC27424 in-
put, limits digital output current and guarantees sharp edges.

Table 1
Laser sources features.

Source
Ipol
(mA)

Imod
(mApp)

Series
resistance (ΩΩ)

fpole
(kHz)

Sensitivity (cm/
MHz)

HL7851G 70 10 25 127 25
ML1210F 32 5 3,75 78 25
WSLD−1550 60 10 1,9 50 60



Fig. 4. ∆λ/∆I as function of Ipol. Upper box HL7851-G; center box ML1210F; lower box WSLD-1550.

Fig. 5. Interferometric signals before (blue) and after (red) pre-emphasis. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.).

The second analog circuit part reads the photodiode signal and sub-
tracts the modulation contribution due to the laser slope-efficiency. A
current buffer uncouples the photodiode capacitance CD and a current
mirror amplifies it with a gain equal to about 100. Then, a transimped-
ance amplifier (OPA355, bandwidth 200 MHz) converts current sig-
nal into voltage output, and subtracts the modulation wave due to di-
rect power modulation.

The circuit structure is the same for all the tested LDs, despite
the modifications required to change Ipol and lasers pinout. The final
circuit bandwidth is 10 MHz for the model HL7851-G; 15 MHz for
WSLD-1550 and ML1210F (the improvement is due to the lower ca-
pacitance of their monitor photodiodes).

The ADC model is THS1230, 12-Bit Resolution, 30 MSPS, with a
differential input configuration. The single-ended signal is converted
in double-ended for minimizing the disturbances due to the digital
circuitry. The conversion stage, based on the differential amplifier
LMH6550, produces a differential signal and, in addition, subtracts a
small square wave, to completely delete the direct power modulation
(the square wave modulation is due to a non-perfect delay matching

between the current modulating and the measured triangular waves).
Finally, anti-aliasing passive filter cuts off the signal at 6 MHz.

6. Signal processing

Real time signal processing performs both single tone extraction
and data control. Firstly, interpolated FFT algorithm [25] executes
fringes main-tone analysis, and then digital filters discard useless mea-
surements. Finally, distance and velocity are retrieved as explained in
previous paragraphs.

CICLONE IV FPGA acquires analog signal through the ADC
model THS1230: the FFT algorithm elaborates 128 samples window
with 12,5 MHz or, alternatively, 256 samples windows with
2 MHz (removing the anti-alias filter at 6 MHz).

Also with interpolated FFT [25], a higher produces better fre-
quency estimation, due to the higher samples number, but the require-
ment on the minimum fringes frequency is still about 5% of .

The acquisition is synchronized with the modulation triangular
wave, generated by the FPGA itself. The gated acquisition eliminates
the triangular wave initial transitions (see Fig. 5). Hanning window is
applied and FFT IP-core calculates the fringes power spectrum. Then,
main tone is extracted and interpolation is executed to obtain fine fre-
quency . The interpolation algorithm is based on (8):

Where is the main-tone bin number, is the main-tone absolute
value, is the highest absolute amplitude of the two near
bins, is the fractional part obtained by the interpolation.

At this point, FPGA transmits data to a second device. Two proto-
types were realized: in the first one, a PC executes data filtering and
distance/velocity estimation, with rate of 3 consecutive measurements

(8)



Fig. 6. Instrument block scheme.

transmitted every 2 ms (the rate of 500 Hz is mainly limited by the
USB data transmission between FPGA and PC). In the second one, a
Micro-controller reads data through SPI and executes data validation
control. This solution guarantees measurement frequency of 3 kHz.
FPGA transmits main-tone frequency and i, i+1, i−1 bins amplitudes.

In order to avoid wrong measurements, four controls are imple-
mented:

– Control on the frequency range: spurious reflections or disturbances
can generate low or high frequency tone. The algorithm searches the
peak in the spectrum only in the range of interest.

– Control on the amplitude: the measurement accuracy is guaranteed
when the main tone amplitude is 10 dB higher than noise level.
When the measurement does not satisfy this condition, it is dis-
carded.

– Control on standard deviation: algorithm extracts standard devia-
tion of 3 consecutive measurements at 40 kHz. If it shows a realistic
value, average and distance/velocity estimation are executed. If not,
the data is discarded.
Fig. 7 reports a comparison between the measurement acquisitions

with two different data filtering applied on distance measurement.
The graphs indicate the valid measurements obtained during time:
low-control filter has frequency deviation control set to 10 kHz, ap-
plied on three acquisitions, while for the high-control it is set to 2 kHz.
The system worked on a black target (with low reflectivity) at about
1 m of distance, and executed 2268 measurements: 68,4% of them
are valid with low-control filter, whereas only 6,87% are valid with
high-control filter. The accuracy improvement for the high-control is
evident, both in distance measurement and in instantaneous standard
deviation. It is worthy to note that the applied control operates only on
the acquired data, there is no filtering looking at the “expected” val-
ues. The remarkable results is that the filtering on the local standard
deviation (3 consecutive measurements at 40 kHz), also improves the
repeatability of the absolute distance measurement, and the global ac-
curacy, as shown in Fig. 7.

Absolute distance and velocity accuracy depends also on λ stabil-
ity. DFB lasers WSLD-1550 and ML1210F have a stable wavelength
once stabilized in temperature, while HL7851G is a Fabry-Perot laser:
its wavelength depends on temperature in a non-deterministic way
(it depends on the switch-on procedure, the temperature history

and the aging). Calibration is required to guarantee measurement ac-
curacy. Also, instrument zero adjustment is necessary to compensate
for systematic error in velocity calculation, due to a small difference
(around 2%) between rising and falling edge frequency.

7. Experimental results

An experimental measurement campaign was conducted to char-
acterize the instrument performances and compare the three laser
sources. The instrument shows a relative standard deviation (STD)
in the order of 4·10−4 for distance measurements between 15 cm and
2 m. Also for speed measurement, the relative STD is quite good, in
the order of 5·10−3. Fig. 8 shows the STD of some distance measure-
ments, obtained with HL7851G, acquired on a white paper target, with
fixed focus position at 50 cm. These results are obtained for a mea-
surement-time of 25 µs, without averaging. As expected, the best re-
sult happens in correspondence to the focus position.

Also for speed measurements, the best optical condition is obtained
when laser beam is focused just after the target. However, instrument
keeps good performances also before the laser focus. Velocity mea-
surement STD is shown in Fig. 9. The target is a rotating disk placed
at 50 cm from the laser, with an angle of incidence β=15°. In this case,
the speckle effect is evident, because the target surface moves trans-
versally with respect to the laser beam. STD increases with target ro-
tation speed: the instrument shows a relative STD of about 5·10−3 un-
til 2 m/s. Distance acquisitions on the rotating disk shows that the tar-
get movement slightly affects distance measurement precision: in this
case the measured relative STD degrades to about 10−3.

Comparison between 128 and 256 samples FFTs is proposed in
Table 2: the higher sampling frequency improves the presentence of
valid measurements.

As previously explained, three different prototypes have been real-
ized and tested. The obtained results are comparable for the three laser
sources, but with some differences. ML1210F guarantees a slightly
higher resolution (measured by STD), but exhibits a lower sensitiv-
ity to back-injection, and therefore lower probability of showing avail-
able measurements. WSLD-1550 is similar to HL7851-G in terms
of sensitivity, but offers the stability of a DFB, and also the



Fig. 7. (a) Low and (b) High control applied to the same measurement distance (100 cm). The left graphs indicate the distance measurement, while the right graphs indicate the
standard deviation calculated on 3 consecutive measurements.

Fig. 8. Distance measurement STD. (focus 50 cm; source HL7851-G). Fig. 9. Velocity measurement STD. (focus 50 cm; source HL7851-G).



Table 2
Comparison between different sampling frequencies.

fsampling =12,5 MHz fsampling =25 MHz

Control Valid
Measurements

% over
2280

Valid
Measurements

% over
1140

Low 1592 69,82% 916 80,35%
High 156 6,84% 103 9,03%

possibility to work in safety class I (due to its wavelength), therefore
it is the most suitable choice for industrial applications.

For validating the measurement approach and confirming the pro-
totype robustness to speckle incoherence, the realized prototype was
tested in an industrial application. Aim of the measurement is tube ro-
tation monitoring during industrial cooling process, realized by a wa-
ter flow, as shown in Fig. 10.

The target is an opaque iron tube, under a water layer, placed
at 90 cm of distance. Laser focus is at 100 cm and incidence angle
on the tube is set to 20°. From an optical point of view, this kind
of target is one of the worst to be measured: the crude iron surface
(black and dirty) does not exhibit a strong reflection by itself, and the
amount of water drastically worsen the optical conditions. The first
tested source is HL7851G. Results are shown in Fig. 11: at the be-
ginning of the measurement the rotation speed was 55 cm/s; after 10 s
it changed to 40 cm/s, and after 250 s the tube was stopped. During
the measurement, the amount of water was increased. For the last sec

Fig. 10. Description of the rotation speed measurement during water cooling flow.

Fig. 11. Measurement of the rotation speed of an iron tube during water cooling process.

onds, an additional bottle of water was poured directly on the measure-
ment spot. Until this moment, the local STD was limited to about 10−2.
The long-time STD=5·10−2 is mainly due to the non-uniform tube ro-
tation speed (it is not a limit of the instrument, but a real speed-vari-
ation). As expected, the more the water flux increases, the more the
number of available measurements decreases. However, measurement
reliability is quite constant. The measurement was repeated with laser
WSLD-1550, obtaining comparable results.

This extreme test demonstrates the reliability and robustness of the
proposed approach: the triangular modulation samples the target mo-
tion conditions at high-speed (measurement time limited to 25 µs), if
the signal is not good enough for reliable measurements it is simply
discarded. The high speed-rate typically allows keeping a useful num-
ber of measurement per second (depending on the mechanical band-
width under test), even after non-linear filtering and choice of the best
measurement data.

8. Conclusions

This contribution presents the development of a contactless method
for the simultaneous measurement of both distance and velocity, by
means of a modulated self-mixing interferometer. Compact and
low-cost instrument based on FPGA executes real-time measurements
through frequency domain elaboration. A quasi-triangular wave laser
current modulation allows producing two interferometric fringes tone
for each period; real-time algorithm sums and subtracts the two tones
for retrieving distance and velocity information. The 40 kHz modu-
lation frequency allows for a quasi-instantaneous measurement, with
respect to typical mechanical frequency response (the measurement
time is limited to 25 µs). Systematic error due to non-linearity has
been study and corrected by means of a pre-emphasis. Signal analy-
sis and filtering for data selection were implemented to improve mea-
surement reliability and robustness. The high-frequency acquisition
and elaboration guarantees valid measurements even in presence of
speckle-pattern and signal loss. In conclusion, experimental measure-
ments demonstrate sensor reliability also in harsh industrial environ-
ment, under water flow. Future developments concern the final engi-
neering of the system and the possibility of implementing an auto-fo-
cusing system [9,15].
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